
The aim of the Oceanside Photography Society is to promote learning, sharing  

and the enjoyment of photography in a convivial atmosphere. 

Oceanside Photography Society 

Welcomes Visitors 

 
Visitors may attend two free meetings (either/or  

general meeting or education meeting) before  

deciding whether to join the club. Please check in at 

the membership desk as you enter. The annual dues 

are $48 for the first year (which includes a name tag) 

and $36 per year afterwards. Dues are prorated 

monthly for new members joining  

Meeting Times 

 

General Meetings are held the first  
Wednesday of the month from 7:00 to 9:00 
pm in the West Hall at the Qualicum Beach 
Civic Centre.  
 
Education Meetings take place on the third 
Tuesday of the month at 7:00 pm  in the 
Windsor Room at the Qualicum Beach Civic 
Centre except during July, August and  
December.  
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THE SHUTTERBUG 

This newsletter is published monthly via  
posting to the club website. Back issues 
can also be accessed from the website.  

SUBMISSIONS 

The newsletter team welcomes  
suggestions, questions, ideas and photos 
that illustrate club activities.  
 
Sold an image? Exhibiting? Win a photo  
contest? Taking a photography related 
course? Been travelling and have a story 
and images to share? Other members 
would be interested in hearing about it. 
 

Please send material to the Newsletter 

Team at newsletter.opc@gmail.com 

 

CLUB MEETINGS 

Please remember to wear your name tag to 
club meetings and events.  

Lost your name tag? See Frieda at the 
membership desk to order another, or  
contact her at: 
membership.opc@gmail.com 
 

Due to allergies, asthma and other  
conditions, we request that you do not use 
any fragrance when attending club  
meetings.  

CONTACT DETAILS 
For club executive contact information, upcoming 
general meetings, field trips, education meetings 
and assignments, please visit the Oceanside         
Photographers Society website.  

http://oceansidephotographers.ca/wp 

AFFILIATIONS 

Oceanside Photography Society  
is a member of the Canadian Association  
of Photographic Art. 

COVER PHOTO 

 

Christmas at Shelter Point Distillery 

By Shelley Harynuk 

Image taken using a Canon 5D Mark III 

ISO 640, at 24 mm (24-105 lens) and f4.0 

 

Shelter Point Distillery 

Campbell River, Vancouver Island 

http://shelterpoint.ca/ 
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We were visiting New Orleans for Christmas and on Boxing Day we decided to go to the Museum of Art 

and the Sculpture Garden. We caught the trolley on St Charles Avenue and settled down to enjoy the 

ride. It was a wet day and at the next stop two young men entered the trolley looking very smart. One 

had a carnation in his buttonhole and a basket of what looked like lollipops on his arm. “Looks as if they 

are going to a wedding” I commented to my husband.  

A few stops later, there was the bride! The clergyman, under a huge umbrella, entered the trolley along 

some of the other guests and walked to the back of the car.  

Imagine our surprise when the clergyman proceeded to    

carry out the marriage ceremony.  Photographs were then 

taken whilst the trolley continued on it’s route, stopping as 

scheduled as if nothing unusual was happening!          

The best man then  walked through the trolley handing      

out the lollipops (wedding cake on a stick) to all the            

passengers. The wedding party then alighted at the next 

stop presumably to go to the reception! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The rain stopped and we enjoyed our visit to the Museum. We caught the trolley to go back to the hotel. 

On the way back the trolley was stopped and we all had to get off as there had been a bank “Hold Up” 

ahead. We had to take another route back! It was a very exciting day! 

New Orleans Christmas Wedding on the Trolley  

By Sally Shivers 

http://oceansidephotographers.ca/wp/
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Photographing Relatives and Friends at Christmas 
 
 
Hi folks, 

Here are a few points which you may find helpful when photographing your relatives this holiday       

season - both for individual and group shots. There are always rules and ways of interpreting them,    

but this short essay will attempt to point out some easy steps to getting more likeable likenesses. 

 

So here we go! Although the weather is not likely to provide a lot of outdoor opportunities for portraits 

at this time of year, the lighting of your subject in general is a hugely important topic and one that the 

photographer needs to be aware of at each shooting opportunity. Outdoors, the background lighting  

will vary but it needs to be evaluated with reference to the skin tone of the model. 

 

 

Stump a Chump  - Send questions to newsletter.opc@gmail.com 

Tip #1. Use exposure com pensation to achieve Exposure To The Right (ETTR) and          

beware of the camera's tendency to underexpose skin in the presence of higher levels of ambient light.  

Experiment! This will have the effect of creating halo effects in model's hair and possibly over exposing 

the background. You may need two or more stops of compensation to get the skin tone correct. 

   

   

   

   

   

    

 

 

Tip #2. Shoot in Aperture prior ity and set 

the aperture to a wide open value of, say, f/2.8 or   

wider. This will throw the background out of    

focus and will help to focus  attention on the  

subject. 

Smile! + 2.5 stops Exposure Comp. 

Tip #3. Separate the subject from  the      

background physically to assist in the effect of     

separation from the Tip #2. Note that if you          

position the subject in front of the traditional tree, 

you will need a distance of several feet to blur the 

tree into a pleasing pastiche in conjunction with a 

very wide f stop.  

http://oceansidephotographers.ca/wp/
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Tip #4. If you are ser ious about getting better  

photos and you only have slower kit-type lenses available 

you may want to consider a fast prime lens for this task.  

A 50mm f/1.4 or f/1.8 (The 50mm f/1.8 type is not             

expensive, but the f/1.4 types are very expensive) will 

work very well in the indoor environment. For out door 

work, you may want to consider a slightly longer focal 

length lens from 85mm to 135mm. Again, big difference 

in price between the f1/4 and the f/1.8 lenses.               

Professionals usually choose  either a 24-70 f/2.8 or a 70-

200 f/2.8 for portrait work, but may, of course, choose 

Tip #6. If using flash read your  m anual!!!! Som e cam eras allow  flash com pensation in  

addition to exposure compensation and this will allow extra manipulation of light in either the subject 

or the background depending on which you choose to use.  

Tip #7. Use an external flash and bounce the flash off the ceiling or  w alls to get a flatter  

more even distribution of the flash pulse. Alternately, if you only have a built in flash, experiment with 

tissue paper (white or colored) and sticky tape to use as a diffuser in front of the flash head to get a more 

diffuse light. 

Tip #5. Use a shutter  speed and ISO that ensure cr isp shots! K eep in m ind that children  

especially are very difficult to capture because they move quickly and will require a high shutter speed 

and all your skill to capture. Experiment with the LOWEST ISO that gives you, for instance, 1/500 sec 

shutter speed. 1/250 should be good enough for older more disciplined folks! 

Tip #9.  Talk to the subject to relax them  and achieve a 

pleasing facial expression. If shooting a group, have them all close 

their eyes and open them on the count of three to get all eyes open in 

the shot (teenagers excluded, of course!!) 

Tip #8.  Try not to cut off your  subject at a body joint such as knees or  elbow s. If you are 

cropping in camera pay attention to these areas and experiment with partial (cropped) body shots such 

as head shots, or head and shoulders, or half torso, three quarters, etc etc. Try not to cut off the feet or 

hands especially! 

Tip #10  Use a reflector  if the subject is positioned close to a 

light source such as a window. This can be a sheet of paper or white 

card, bristol board, or an actual photographic reflector in a variety of 

colours. Consider using a dark area to subtract light from one side of 

the photo. (Open, unlit door?) 

Tip #10 

http://oceansidephotographers.ca/wp/
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Tip #11. Be very careful how  you focus the cam era! 

Use single point focus, Non continuous, focus on the       

subject's closest eye to the camera, and then, without        

re-pressing the shutter half way, re-frame and shoot.      

Alternatively, you could use the back button focus system 

many photographers use. 

Tip #12. Give a young child som ething to focus on, either  som ething like a stuffed toy, or  

perhaps a mobile device if they are very young, and experiment with where the eyes are focused.  

The Last Tip! Make sure you have the subject's eye contact w ith the cam era lens! Or  

choose a deliberate object for the subject to look at that is quite far off the camera's axis. The eyes are 

the windows to the soul, and capturing the eye expressions is what makes a good photograph even   

better. Some people advocate the "near miss" approach when talking eye contact, and for sure this is a 

personal choice, but most good photographs of people in my limited experience, focus on eye contact 

shots for the most pleasing and natural shot. 

This article is excerpted from the following web page: http://www.techradar.com/how-to/photography

-video-capture/cameras/14-portrait-photography-tips-you-ll-never-want-to-forget-1320776  

Killer Lightroom Tip 

By Ed Dunnett 

I just got a killer Lightroom tip from Flipboard. For people shooting in raw, first go to camera              

calibration in the develop module and change the profile. I have a Fuji mirror-less camera so I switch 

to Astia soft from the default profile setting Adobe standard. I do this fir st before any other  

post processing. People with Nikons and the like may have to try other profiles. But for me the Astia 

soft is much more natural looking which is what I want. 

Another reason to shoot in raw. Another reason to use Lightroom. Don't forget to start with the colour 

profile in camera calibration in the develop module. Try it for yourself. 

Cheers, Ed Dunnett 

http://oceansidephotographers.ca/wp/
http://www.techradar.com/how-to/photography-video-capture/cameras/14-portrait-photography-tips-you-ll-never-want-to-forget-1320776
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Rick Hulbert Workshop Announcement 

By John Critchley 

Those of you who were at the first Rick Hulbert presentation in February know what an informative   

and fun day it was and his next presentation promises to be every bit as informative, entertaining      

and educational as the first. Rick will be continuing to expand on his ideas with this second day's        

presentation, but this does not mean that you will be disadvantaged if you were not able to attend the 

first   meeting. Tickets are on sale now and are strictly limited to a maximum of 100 sales, that being  

the capacity of the room. Sales are on a first com e first served basis and are offered first 

to the Oceanside Photography Society members at the price of $45 each.   

 

Non members (guests) price is $50 each and members may purchase tickets for guests. 

After a short time of being exclusively offered to the OPS members, remaining tickets will be offered to 

surrounding clubs at the same price of $50 each until they are all sold. So don't delay!  

Since there is limited time available at the club meetings for selling tickets, I encourage all of you to 

send me a stamped, self-addressed envelope containing your cheque. I will also be selling tickets at the 

meetings, but in a limited way due to the time constraints. 

Please send your remittance along with a stamped, self-addressed envelope including 

your Name, Telephone number and E-mail address to:- 

Rick Hulbert Tickets 

c/o  John Critchley 

1596 Dalmatian Drive 

Parksville, 

V9P 1Y7 

Note: DO NOT SEND CASH THROUGH THE MAIL!! 

Make cheques payable to "Oceanside Photography Society" 

 

See the following page for a schedule of the planned presentation.  

http://oceansidephotographers.ca/wp/
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"Another Day with Photographer Rick Hulbert . . . 2017 Edition" 

Saturday 11 March, 2017. Doors open 8 AM at the Beach Club Resort, Parksville 

"Following up on Rick’s successful full day presentation in February 2016, we have invited him back to 

expand on his thoughts of how photography can and will enhance your abilities to see and perceive 

this beautiful world we inhabit.” 

 

While he will include a brief review of the fundamentals of his photographic philosophy previously  

discussed, he will explore new content designed to increase your understanding of and passion for   

image making.  As a professional teacher of photography, Rick promises to provide both practical and        

theoretical concepts and ideas that will help make your images more meaningful and more             

memorable. This promise is made to all attendees, regardless of your level of expertise or experience. 

 

Have a look at Rick’s Photo Website including some of his images, his workshops, and his                   

testimonials! http://www.rickhulbertphotography.com" 

 

Schedule of Saturday Presentations—Free parking is available adjacent to the venue.  

 

Morning Sessions: 

9:00am to 10:30am 

Key Compositional Principles that will enhance your Image Making . . . 

Photography with Intent 

 

10:30am to 10:45am 

Morning Break (tea and coffee provided) 

 

10:45am to 12:15am 

The Keys to Pre-Visualizing Great Images . . . 

Photographing Light, Edges, Space, and Depth 

 

12:15am to 1:30pm 

Lunch on your own (Bag lunches are permitted as long as they don’t leave the room) 

 

1:30pm to 3:00pm 

The Keys to Creating Great Images from your RAW files . . . 

From Camera Settings to Editing Workflows 

 

3:00pm to 3:15pm 

Afternoon Break (tea and coffee provided) 

 

3:15pm to 4:45pm     

The Keys to achieving Fine Art Photography . . .  

What it is and How to get there" 
 

http://oceansidephotographers.ca/wp/
http://www.rickhulbertphotography.com/
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OK I'll admit that I know very little for sure about the smaller sensor mirrorless camera market. But 

since I have friends who use various mirrorless systems I have been looking into the crystal ball and 

trying to figure out what the attraction is. Other than the fact that they are smaller and a lot lighter 

than full frame systems. And APS-C systems (Nikon DX ) for that matter. But how do they compare  

in the area that really matters, Image Quality (IQ)? And what about features, or advantages, that are   

not offered in the Canikony triopoly? Things like 5 axis stabilization that, coupled with the lens               

stabilization, adds 6.5 f stops of additional functionality to low light shooting? And of course this is 

hugely important from the perspective that M4/3 give up 2 stops of noise and DR, and, APS-C yields  

a full stop of noise and DR to full frame, according to this article by Thom Hogan.                            

(http://www.dslrbodies.com/newsviews/nikon-2016-news/september-2016-nikon-news/its-about-

the-sensor-again.html)  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Micro Four Thirds System 
By John Critchley 

Low light shooting is where the main difference in sensor size is seen as the smaller the pixels on the 

sensor (and hence the sensor) the less dynamic range and the more noise there is in the capture.   

May I suggest that here you go to the reference above and read the article, not forgetting to go to the     

original web site for the graph and plug in the camera models of your choice. 

Nikon, for instance, is widely criticized for not filling in their DX lens options to make their DX     

cameras a true system. They persist in deflecting purchasers to the FX line up where the most exotic 

and expensive items reside. 

Compare Nikon's (poor) performance here with (for instance) Olympus and look at the completeness 

of their lens offerings for their M4/3rd line up. The difference is startling. Olympus views its M4/3rd 

line as their flagship offerings and completes their line with very high quality prime and zoom lenses 

by M. Zuiko which are far less expensive than their  Nikon counterparts and are optically as good as 

the best Nikon has to offer. (http://www.getolympus.com/ca/en/lenses/pen-omd.html)  Look up the 

lens test data here ( http://www.slrgear.com/reviews/index.php/cat/2) and feast your eyes on the  

excellent reviews posted.  

http://oceansidephotographers.ca/wp/
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M.Zuiko are producing pro quality lenses, which are not only sharp and contrasty, but also dust, water 

and frost protected. In short, high quality lenses that rival Canon and Nikon. Couple the excellent 

lenses offered with the latest Olympus camera offering ( http://www.getolympus.com/ca/en/e-m1-

mark-ii.html) and you have a small, lightweight, professional package system that will satisfy many 

pro and enthusiast shooters all the way from 24mm to 600mm (f/4) equivalent. The top lens offered 

is their 300mm f/4 by M.Zuiko. 

 

And talking of the latest camera offering, what about that EM1 Mkii? In camera FOCUS STACKING 

for macro shots. say what? 

 

That's right, no need to mess with complex post processing, if you like insects as a subject, or coins or 

any small macro subject, check this out! (http://www.imaging-resource.com/news/2015/12/05/

rejoice-om-d-e-m1-shooters-for-focus-stacking-is-here-via-new-firmware-v4.0) And according to my 

readings the focus stacking works with 8 of the M.Zuiko pro lenses.  

 

And that article refers to the existing camera, not the new one with the slightly improved sensor      

resolution, vastly improved auto focus and the ability to shoot 18 fps at full RAW resolution and with 

continuous A/F and exposure control. Other innovations include the pro shooting mode that starts a 

sequence BEFORE the final press of the shutter (at half press actually) to ensure that you never miss 

the critical moment. If you can lock the A/F and exposure, this camera shoots full resolution RAW 

stills at 60fps - that's right, sixty frames per second. 

 

I tell you what, for married as I am to the Nikon system, this Olympus has the legs to turn even my 

head. 

When in Doubt, Bracket 

This article is a little advanced, but explains bracketing really well, and also shows how to use the Fast 

Raw Viewer software recently mentioned in an Education meeting.  

https://photographylife.com/when-in-doubt-bracket#more-137203 

John Critchley, Education Director 

What’s That Noise? 

Here is a link to two excellent articles on noise (parts 1 and 2) in pictures. This describes how to work 

around the problem through your settings , especially aperture and ISO.  The article is advanced in 

scope but well written and well illustrated! Please email me if you would like me to an education 

meeting presentation along these lines! 

https://www.dpreview.com/articles/8189925268/what-s-that-noise-shedding-some-light-on-the-

sources-of-noise 

 

John Critchley, Education Director 

education.opc@gmail.com 

 

 

http://oceansidephotographers.ca/wp/
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Image From My Childhood 
David Cotton 

Gnarled 
Paul Edelenbos 

Fishing Huts on Shack Island 

Inge McDonald 
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Winners of Photo Assignment “Old Buildings”                                               Colour  

3 

1 

2 
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Abandoned in Kyoquot 

Inge McDonald 

 

Great National Lands 

Brad Powell 
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Barely Standing 

Jane Davidson 

Winners of Photo Assignment “Old Buildings”                           Black and White  

1 

2 

3 

HM 

Travels of the Past 

David Cotton 
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Winners of Photo Assignment “Old Buildings”                                      Digital  Art  

Distorted View 
Mary Watts 

Barn 

Vivienne Bearder 
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Legislature 

Beth Millar 

1 

2 

3 

2 

2 
The Village 

Inge McDonald 

Outhouse 

Roy Watts 

http://oceansidephotographers.ca/wp/
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Levonne Gaddy - Exhibits Director 

My exploration of photography began as a child taking 

pictures of my family and neighbors.  Later in college,  

I took a darkroom class.  After  moving to Los Angeles 

as a young adult, I purchased my first single lens reflex 

camera, a Pentax, and signed up for more photography 

classes through  L.A. City College. 

Throughout my life, I’ve used my camera as a way to 

connect with my environment.  I’ve also experimented 

with photography as creative art.  I have discovered 

that transferring photographs is one of the most       

satisfying ways to couple art and photography.  

In August 2017, I will exhibit a body of work at the 

McMillan Arts Center in Parksville that will include 

several paintings featuring photographed subjects.   

 OCEANSIDE PHOTOGRAPHY SOCIETY CLUB EXECUTIVE 2016-2017 

 

We just wanted to say a huge thank you to all of our members who brought in donations for the food 

bank at our Christmas get together on Wednesday December 7th General Meeting.  We were able to 

drop off about 300 pounds of items as well as some cash to the Salvation Army’s Food Bank in French 

Creek.  They were just delighted. Your generosity is overwhelming and you should be so proud to be 

part of such a wonderful giving community. Thank you and Merry Christmas!  

http://oceansidephotographers.ca/wp/
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At this time of year we often become reflective about the year that is now almost behind us.  I’m no 

different than everyone else in this regard - it’s been a pretty incredible year for me in so many 

ways.  I’ve moved my 93 year old mother from her home of 40 years into a retirement residence.  I’ve 

discovered a sister I never knew I had.  I’ve made new friends and said final goodbyes to some I’ll     

never see again with tears in my eyes.   

 

One of the things that I have treasured this year has been the joy of working with Vivienne Bearder, 

Frieda Van der Ree and John Critchley on the Shutterbug Newsletter Team.  You know how         

sometimes a group of people just have that spark, that thing that works.  We have that.  I don’t know 

what it is but when we get together we seem to bring ideas out that individually we wouldn’t have 

thought of, they just coalesce.    

 

We meet once a month at Cha Cha Java in Parksville and I can’t tell you how much I look forward to 

those meetings.  We have our agenda and we get through all of the topics and we throw ideas around 

but we also talk about other things and ideas and concepts about photography and life and books and 

just about everything you can imagine.  Everyone brings something different to the table and before 

we know it we have an issue organized and ideas for the next issue too.  Plus we go away with smiles 

on our faces.  Can’t put a price on that.  

 

We welcome and encourage your participation in sending us articles and news to include and have 

been so happy to receive so many wonderful articles this past year.  Once we have your input and out 

input we then all pitch in with the editing and looking for extra links and photos and then Vivienne 

does her magic of putting it all together into the beautiful final edition you see in your mailbox.  It’s a 

group  effort and we do it joyfully.   

 

At a time when almost every club out there is closing down its newsletter because of lack of               

participation, ours is flourishing and I can tell you it is because we receive great input from you the 

club members and also because I have a great newsletter team to work with. Thanks you guys and 

Merry Christmas.  Let’s see what next year brings.  

 

Shelley Harynuk 

Newsletter Director and Editor 
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